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We planned to continue embedding the growth mindset development work, following on
from our previous project “We are All Superstars”. Year 5 had previously discovered that we
are all unique, we have individual superstar qualities and we can discover more about
ourselves through exploring in creative arts projects. Now we would look at how we can blend
our individual skills and work together on a large class art project, supporting each other
whilst celebrating the work we do together in school. Building on artistic aspirations and how
art is used in creative industries, I linked the topic to fonts. We came up with some positive
slogans that were based on the Brambles Primary growth mindset values. Every child would
work at designing their own individual fonts, which would be brought together to spell out
the slogans and the project was named “Fonts on Flags”.
Big colourful flags would be created to display in the outdoor play area and celebrate how
we learn and grow together. The pupils were challenged to seek out as many different fonts
that can be found in everyday life. They are all around us! It was a great way to discover
inspiring images whilst linking it into language, spelling, punctuation and grammar. We
looked at environmental print in the locality, street signs, books, adverts in magazines and
newspapers. We made huge lists of how fonts are used widely in marketing, newspapers,
magazines, clothing designers, street signs, books, etc. Using the topic of fonts opened up the
opportunity to look at how graphic designers work in creative industries and the children
were surprised to learn that this is an actual job. I gathered plenty of inspiring creative fonts
and looked at some famous artists but instead of directly copying them, they were
encouraged to design their own, celebrating their unique style. They even asked if they could
do this at home. They set their own homework. YES!! they were so enthusiastic about this. So
we got a flipchart and worked with the pupils and staff to decide on the following slogans,
based on the schools values.
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You can do it
Learning together
Everyone matters
Commitment
Courage
Curiosity
Care
Growing together

They brought together their designs and sketches and learnt critique techniques to give
feedback to their peers, saying what they liked, noticed and wondered, before choosing
favourites. Colour themes were chosen, background colours and what would stand out. I then
transferred the slogans onto the flags making sure that every child had two or three of their
letter designs in each of the slogans. This turned out to be a challenge for me, to make it fair
it was like a giant anagram and was pleased to return their sketches drawn out on the flags,
ready to play spot your font and set to painting them. It was suggested that the children
should do a practice piece and painted their names on bunting sized fabric, discovering how
much paint to put on the brush, managing complimentary colours and tone to highlight each
of their fonts, what size brush to use for outlining, blocking in, etc. They learnt loads and were
ready to work together in teams to paint the flags. They were super proud of their work and it
will be lovely to see them on display, flying in the school playground for everyone to enjoy.
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